Genome-Wide Identification and Characterization of MLO Gene Family in Octoploid Strawberry (*Fragaria xananassa*)
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Abstract

Powdery mildew (PM) caused by *Podosphaera aphanis* is a major fungal disease in cultivated strawberry. *Mildew Resistance Locus O (MLO)* is a gene family described for having conserved seven-transmembrane domains. Induced loss-of-function in specific *MLO* genes can confer durable and broad resistance against PM pathogens. However, the underlying biological role of *MLO* genes in strawberry is still unknown. In the present study, the genomic structure of *MLO* genes were characterized in both diploid (*Fragaria vesca*) and octoploid strawberry (*Fragaria ×ananassa*), and the potential sources of *MLO*-mediated susceptibility were identified. Twenty *MLO*-like sequences were identified in *F. vesca*, with sixty-eight in *F. ×ananassa*. Phylogenetic analysis divides strawberry *MLO* genes into eight different clades, in which three *FveMLO* and ten *FaMLO* genes were grouped together with the functionally known *MLO* susceptibility. Out of ten *FaMLO* genes, *FaMLO17-2* and *FaMLO17-3* showed the highest similarity to the known susceptibility MLO proteins. Gene expression analysis of *FaMLO* genes was conducted using a multi-parental segregating population. Three expression quantitative trait loci (eQTL) were substantially associated with *MLO* transcript levels in mature fruits, suggesting discrete genetic control of susceptibility. These results are a critical first step in understanding allele function of *MLO* genes, and are necessary for further genetic studies of PM resistance in cultivated strawberry.
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Introduction

Powdery Mildew (PM) is a major fungal plant disease affecting many economically important cereal and horticultural crops, including strawberry. The causal agent of PM in strawberry is the obligate parasite *Podosphaera aphanis* (Wallr.) (former *Sphaerotheca macularis* f. sp. *fragariae*)\(^1\). PM primarily affects the leaf and depending on severity can also affect other organs above ground\(^2\). Initially, a white powdery mycelium develops on the underside of the leaves, followed by leaf upward curling while severe leaf infection can cause burning at leaf margins\(^3\). Infected flower and fruits, on the other hand, can cause fruit deformation and delayed ripening\(^4\). PM is widespread in many strawberry growing regions worldwide, such that either open-field or high-tunnel growing system can experience severe yield losses when infected field are left untreated\(^5\). Most farmers rely heavily on multiple antimicrobial chemistry applications to manage PM in the field. Hence, developing new cultivars with improved resistance against powdery mildew is necessary to significantly reduce reliance to anti-fungal applications and promote sustainable agriculture.

The *Mildew Resistance Locus O* (*MLO*) gene family is present in several crop species and was described for having conserved seven-transmembrane (TM) and C-terminal calmodulin-binding (CaMB) domains\(^6\,^7\). The *MLO* gene family has been the focus of attention in many crop species because transgenic downregulation or elimination of specific endogenous *MLO* genes has led to PM resistance\(^8\). However, alteration of *MLO* gene sequences can trigger negative phenotypic effects including premature leaf chlorosis, altered root growth and pollen tube germination\(^9\).

The first *MLO*-based resistance trait was first characterized in barley (*HvMLO*), where a loss-of-function mutation in an *MLO* gene conferred broad resistance against PM pathogens\(^10\).
This discovery led to subsequent comparative genomic studies of MLO gene families in several plant species to find suitable candidate genes. In the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana, three MLO genes (AtMLO2, AtMLO6 and AtMLO12) were functionally characterized to confer PM susceptibility\textsuperscript{11,12}. Expression analysis of these homologs upon pathogen challenge suggested functional redundancy. The Atmlo2 single mutant has only partial resistance while triple mutants (Atmlo2, Atmlo6 and Atmlo12) have full resistance against PM pathogens\textsuperscript{13}. Identification of the functional MLO genes greatly relies on the availability of genetic information, therefore the development of reference genomes for several crop species provides an opportunity to identify potential MLO orthologs which can be used for functional studies.

MLO genes have been genetically characterized across many crops including apple (MdMLO1), pepper (CaMLO2), rose (RhMLO1), grapevine (VvMLO13), melon (CmMLO2), pea (PsMLO1), tobacco (NtMLO2), tomato (SlMLO1), rice (OsMLO1), corn (ZmMLO1) and wheat (TaMLO1)\textsuperscript{8,14,15}. Recently, targeted-genome mutation of the SlMLO1 gene resulted in the development of PM-resistant Slmlo1 tomato variety\textsuperscript{16}. The durable and broad-spectrum effectiveness of MLO-based resistance could provide a useful target for strawberry improvement to PM disease.

The modern cultivated strawberry (Fragaria \texttimes ananassa) is an allo-octoploid (2n=8\texttimes=56) resulting from hybridization between a Chilean strawberry (F. chiloensis) and a North American native strawberry (F. virginiana)\textsuperscript{17}. Further domestication of F. \texttimes ananassa produced large and tasty berries that have become one of the world\textquotesingle s most widely grown fruit crops. In 2010, the genome of the diploid progenitor species F. vesca was sequenced\textsuperscript{18} and has been used as an excellent genetic resource towards molecular marker development\textsuperscript{19} and for gene-trait association studies in Fragaria species\textsuperscript{20-22}. However, the F. \texttimes ananassa genome is far more
complicated than its diploid progenitor, as diploid species contain two copies for each gene whereas octoploid species may possess up to eight. Recently, a new *F. ×ananassa* reference genome was developed, and the complex evolutionary origin of octoploid strawberry has been deciphered. This new reference genome sequence will serve as powerful genetic resource to unravel complexity of octoploid strawberry genome for gene-traits association studies including causal *MLO* genes in strawberry breeding programs.

The goals of this study were to characterize *MLO* gene family in diploid (*F. vesca*) and octoploid (*F. ×ananassa*) strawberries, compare their gene structures, compare transcript levels throughout the plant and between individuals, and identify potential *MLO* genes associated with PM resistance and fruit ripening in octoploid strawberry. The data reported here are a critical first step in understanding allele function of strawberry *MLO* genes which will be useful for future genomics and functional studies.

**Results**

**Genome-wide identification of *MLO* gene family in diploid and octoploid strawberry**

Using the Arabidopsis MLO protein sequence as a BLAST query, 20 putative *MLO* genes were identified using the latest diploid genome annotation *F. vesca* v4.0.a1. These 20 *MLO* genes were renamed *FveMLO1* through *FveMLO20* based on their ordered chromosomal positions (Fig. 1A, Table S1a). Predicted proteins ranged between 200 to 903 aa with an average of 524 aa. Three truncated MLO proteins were identified as putative pseudogenes (Table S2). The number of predicted *MLO* genes in diploid strawberry agrees with the previous characterization of strawberry *MLO* genes using the first *F. vesca* draft genome.
The *FveMLO* genes identified in *F. vesca* were then used to identify gene orthologs in the octoploid strawberry annotated genome *F. ×ananassa* v1.0.a1. Analysis revealed 68 predicted *MLO* genes across 28 chromosomes (Fig. 1B, Table S1b). Of 20 *FveMLO* genes, 17 were matched with high amino acid sequence identity to a putative ortholog, however, conserved sequences could not be found for *FveMLO6, FveMLO7* or *FveMLO8*. Based on their putative orthology to *F. vesca*, the octoploid *MLO* genes were named *FaMLO1* through *FaMLO20*, respectively. To distinguish homoeologous *MLO* genes, *FaMLO1-1* to *FaMLO1-4* were used for each *FveMLO1* homolog. Predicted MLO proteins have amino acid sequence lengths ranging between 144 and 2,365 with an average of 560 amino acids (Table S2).

**Gene structure and synteny analysis of octoploid strawberry *MLO* genes**

Twenty *FveMLO* genes were distributed randomly across six chromosomes of the diploid *F. vesca* genome: one in Fvb2, two in Fvb7, four in Fvb5, seven in Fvb3 and three in Fvb1 and Fvb6 (Fig. 1, Table S1a). The coding DNA sequence composition ranged from 1 to 16 exons (Fig. S1-A). In the octoploid genome, 68 *FaMLO* genes were distributed across every chromosome except Fvb4-1 and Fvb4-3 (Fig. 1B, Table S1b). The intron-exon structures of *FaMLO* genes have more variation as compared with its diploid progenitor *F. vesca*, with coding DNA sequence (CDS) composition ranging from 1 to 23 exons (Fig. S1-B). Despite this structure complexity, many *FaMLO* genes demonstrated high homology of DNA sequence with the diploid progenitor, *F. vesca* (Fig. S2). Two additional *FaMLO* sequences in chromosome 4-2 (*FaMLO19-4*) and 4-4 (*FaMLO12-7*) were identified in *F. ×ananassa*, which are not present in *F. vesca* genome (Fig. 1A-B).
The four subgenomes in the modern cultivated strawberry are a result of allo-polyploidization with four specific diploid progenitor genomes, which have subsequently undergone substantial subgenome conversion\textsuperscript{23}. To elaborate on this recent discovery, we display synteny networks for putative \textit{MLO} genes between diploid (\textit{F. vesca}) and octoploid (\textit{F. ×ananassa}) strawberry (Fig. 2). Most putative \textit{FaMLO} orthologs co-localized in the same chromosome of \textit{F. vesca} genome. Additional \textit{FaMLO} orthologs of \textit{FveMLO12} and \textit{FveMLO19} were identified in subgenomes Fvb4-4 and Fvb4-2, respectively. Meanwhile, no orthologs were found for \textit{FveMLO5}, \textit{FveMLO6} and \textit{FveMLO7} in the \textit{F. ×ananassa} genome. Variants in copy number of homoeologous genes for each \textit{FaMLO} were identified with two homeologs each for \textit{FaMLO18} and \textit{FaMLO19}, three for \textit{FaMLO1} and \textit{FaMLO9}, four for \textit{FaMLO2}, \textit{FaMLO3}, \textit{FaMLO5}, \textit{FaMLO20} and \textit{FaMLO10} through \textit{FaMLO17}, and five for \textit{FaMLO4} (Fig. 2). The variation in the distribution of \textit{MLO} genes showed a wide diversity in the genome composition of octoploid strawberry. Furthermore, there were at least two \textit{FaMLO} homeologs with 80\% or more sequence similarity with \textit{FveMLO} orthologs (Fig. S2).

**Domain organization and structure characterization of octoploid strawberry \textit{MLO} genes**

The \textit{MLO} gene was first identified in barley and characterized as membrane protein with seven transmembrane (TM) domains and a uniquely-identified “\textit{MLO}-functional domain”\textsuperscript{6}. To examine the conserved protein domains of the strawberry \textit{MLO} genes, the deduced amino acid sequence of predicted MLO proteins found in diploid and octoploid strawberries were subjected to theoretical domain prediction using online software InterProScan (https://www.ebi.ac.uk) and NCBI's conserved domain database (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Structure/cdd). Most MLO proteins from either diploid or octoploid strawberry contain the conserved domain of MLO and
TM, which covers a large portion of the protein (Fig. 3). To predict TM domains and subcellular localization of strawberry MLO proteins, CCTOP\textsuperscript{26} and WoLF PSORT\textsuperscript{27} software were used to find differences in the number of TM domains and subcellular localization among FveMLO and FaMLO proteins (Fig. 3, Table S2). All FveMLO proteins were predicted to localize within the plasma membrane except for FveMLO7, which was predicted to localize in the extracellular matrix. Out of 68 FaMLO genes, 61 were predicted to localize within plasma membrane while nine were predicted to localize in other organelles: four in the chloroplast, two in ER, two in the nucleus and one in Golgi bodies (Table S2). Thirteen out of 20 FveMLO proteins have seven TM domains, while seven have between three to six TM domains. The FaMLO gene family has a high degree of variation in TM domain composition (Table S2). Only 35 FaMLO proteins have seven TM domains while the remaining FaMLO proteins have TM domains ranging between zero and eight (Fig. 3).

The domain organization of some FaMLO proteins showed high levels of conservation with the diploid ancestor species, \textit{F. vesca}. For example, there were at least two homoeologs of \textit{FaMLO2}, \textit{FaMLO4}, \textit{FaMLO5}, \textit{FaMLO9}, \textit{FaMLO11}, \textit{FaMLO12}, \textit{FaMLO15}, \textit{FaMLO16}, \textit{FaMLO17} and \textit{FaMLO20} that showed \textit{F. vesca}-like domain structures (Fig. 3). However, one to three homoeologs of some FaMLO proteins including \textit{FaMLO3}, \textit{FaMLO4}, \textit{FaMLO5}, \textit{FaMLO10}, \textit{FaMLO 12}, \textit{FaMLO13}, \textit{FaMLO414}, \textit{FaMLO16}, \textit{FaMLO17}, \textit{FaMLO18}, \textit{FaMLO19} and \textit{FaMLO20} showed more diverse protein structures which caused by either protein sequence truncation or extension (Fig. 3).

Variation in protein characteristics of \textit{FaMLO} gene family, especially between homoeologous proteins, could imply that some MLO proteins are unique and might not share the same function. MLO proteins that were localized in the plasma membrane and contain conserved
transmembrane protein domains were selected for further phylogenetic analysis of functional
divergence.

Phylogenetic relationship analysis of MLO genes in strawberry

To study the evolutionary relationships between strawberry MLO genes and MLO genes
from other plant species, we aligned the deduced amino acid sequence of 20 MLO genes from F. vesca (FveMLOs) and 68 from F. ×ananassa (FaMLOs) with previously characterized MLO from Arabidopsis (AtMLOs), rice (OsMLO1), corn (ZmMLO1), barley (HvMLO), tomato (SlMLO1), pepper (CaMLO2) and other rosaceous crops such as apple (MdMLOs) and peach (PpMLOs). Phylogenetic analysis using MUSCLE and FastTree divided MLO genes into eight
different clades (Fig. 4). Functionally characterized MLO genes that are associated with PM
resistance from selected monocots and dicots were clustered in clade IV and V, respectively.
Among strawberry MLO genes, FveMLO12 and FaMLO12 together with HvMLO, OsMLO1 and
ZmMLO1 were grouped in clade IV while FveMLO10, FveMLO17, FveMLO20, FaMLO10,
FaMLO17 and FaMLO20 together with SlMLO1, CaMLO1, AtMLO2, AtMLO6 and AtMLO12
were grouped in clade V. Remaining putative MLO sequences were distributed to six other
groups. The results showed that three FveMLO and ten FaMLO proteins have a close
evolutionary relationship with the MLO proteins known to confer PM susceptibility.

To further investigate the candidate susceptibility-conferring FaMLO genes, namely
FaMLO10-1, FaMLO10-4, FaMLO17-1, FaMLO17-2, FaMLO17-3, FaMLO17-4, FaMLO20-1,
FaMLO20-2, FaMLO20-3 and FaMLO20-4, their deduced amino acid sequences were aligned
with their orthologs from F. vesca and AtMLO2, AtMLO6 and AtMLO12 from Arabidopsis (Fig.
S3). We identified conserved domains including seven TM, CaMB and two C-terminal protein (I and II) domains of MLO genes7,28. FaMLO17-2, FaMLO17-3, FaMLO20-1, FaMLO20-2, FaMLO20-3 and FaMLO20-4 proteins possessed seven TM domains and conserved CaMB and C-terminal I and II domains; however, FaMLO10-1, FaMLO10-4, FaMLO17-2 and FaMLO17-4 showed truncated protein sequences at C-terminal end, resulting in the loss of these conserved domains. Among candidate MLO proteins, FaMLO17-2 and FaMLO17-3 protein sequences are most identical to known susceptibility-conferring Arabidopsis MLO proteins, and therefore could have potential association with PM resistance in octoploid strawberry.

Expression profiling of FaMLO genes in cultivated strawberry

Expression patterns of previously characterized MLO genes suggested diverse biological functions for the MLO gene family29. To investigate functional strawberry MLO genes in fruit, we performed RNA sequencing analysis to evaluate transcript profiles in selected strawberry varieties, ‘Mara de Bois’, ‘Florida Elyana’, ‘Winter Dawn’, ‘Florida Radiance’ and ‘Strawberry Festival’. Variation in transcript abundance was observed among MLO genes and 27 FaMLO genes were constitutively expressed (>1 Transcript per Million, TPM) across samples (Fig. 5A and Table S3). We found that FaMLO14 homeologs had the highest fruit transcript abundance among FaMLO genes. Meanwhile, FaMLO1, FaMLO13 and FaMLO15-18, including their homeologs, were not detected in all varieties (Table S3). MLO genes clustered in clade V also showed variation in gene expression among them and between their homoeologous genes. Transcripts from at least two homeologs of FaMLO10, FaMLO17 and FaMLO20 were detected suggesting that genes are functional. To characterize MLO transcript accumulation patterns in octoploid strawberry, raw data from the strawberry gene expression atlas study30 were re-
assembled using the recently published octoploid strawberry genome. The steady-state accumulation of several MLO transcripts are specific to different tissues, with MLO genes such as FaMLO1 and FaMLO17 showing tissue-specific gene expression. The gene FaMLO17 and its two homeologs are preferentially expressed in root tissues (Fig. 5B and Table S4).

Identification of eQTL associated with FaMLO transcripts in strawberry mature fruit

RNA-seq analysis identified FaMLO transcript level variation across fruit developmental stages (Fig. 5B), supporting a potential role of MLO gene family in the fruit. To characterize FaMLO fruit expression variation associated with genetic differences between individuals (eQTL), we performed eQTL analysis using 61 octoploid IStraw35 genotypes and mature fruit transcriptomes and identified at least three eQTL. These include maker-Fvb4-4-augustus-gene-48.50 (FaMLO12-7), snap_masked-Fvb3-2-processed-gene-33.29 (FaMLO5-2) and snap_masked-Fvb3-3-processed-gene-28.38 (FaMLO5-3), the latter two of which are homoeologous genes (Fig. 5C). Single marker analysis of MLO eQTL also shows a general association between homozygous marker genotypes and lower MLO transcript levels (Fig. S4).

Because the ‘Camarosa’ genomic locus of each transcript is known, it could be shown that some of the identified transcript eQTL coincide with the location of their corresponding MLO gene locus, and hence were considered as cis-eQTL (Table 1). The most significant IStraw35 SNP marker name and position for each MLO gene is provided with the eQTL phase, minor allele frequency, p-value (FDR-adjusted) and heritability estimates (Table 1).
Discussion

The *MLO* gene family is an important target in many agricultural crops for the improvement of resistance against PM pathogens. The previous characterization identified that some *MLO* genes are involved in PM susceptibility, and that loss-of-function of those genes can confer durable and broad-spectrum resistance. In this study, it was found that variants of *F. vesca* *MLO* genes and *F. ×ananassa* *MLO* genes were distributed across the genomes. However, we observed copy number variation of *FaMLO* homeologs showing differences in composition among subgenomes, supporting the distinct origin of each subgenome during the evolution of octoploid strawberry. The unique *FaMLO* sequences in chromosome four (Fig. 1B and Fig. 2) that are not present in *F. vesca* might suggest an acquisition of chromosome segments from other diploid progenitors. Also, we did not find any significant homologs for *FveMLO6*, *FveMLO7* and *FveMLO8* using the *F. ×ananassa* ‘Camarosa’ reference genome (Fig. 1B). The loss of genes could be evolutionary significant in the development of polyploid species or other possible functional divergence during domestication. Additional octoploid reference genomes would explain such phenomena, as the chromosomal localization of *FaMLO* genes and possible misorientation in genome sequence for some subgenomes can be identified.

The average MLO protein length (~500 amino acids) was similar in both *F. vesca* and *F. ×ananassa*, although few *FaMLO* proteins had more structural variations (SV) as compared with other homologous genes (Fig. 3). SV is defined as a change in genome sequence such as deletion, insertion and inversion caused by mutations which in turn can affect biological gene function. Furthermore, SV between homeologs of *FaMLO10* and *FaMLO12* causes changes in their gene expression profile (Fig. 5A-B) and subcellular localization (Table S2). SV between homeologs might result in different gene regulation of gene expression and consequently lead to
novel functions. Diverse gene expression patterns among FaMLO genes across different tissues (Fig. 5B) suggested that MLO proteins might be specialized for different biological responses. This may be analogous to the unique expression patterns observed for Arabidopsis MLO genes, where transcription of each MLO gene is distinct and regulated differently by various biotic and abiotic stimuli.

In the present study, we found that number of the TM domains of FveMLOs and FaMLOs varied between zero to eight. This variation was also observed in previous genome-wide MLO studies in other Rosaceous crops such as apple and peach. Phylogenetic analysis grouped strawberry MLO genes into eight different clades, which is consistent with previously classified MLO gene families in diploid strawberry and other Rosaceous crops. Functional MLO genes associated with PM resistance are grouped in clade IV and V for monocots and dicots, respectively. Interestingly, we found FveMLO12, FaMLO12-1, FaMLO12-2 and FaMLO12-4 grouped together in clade IV with previously characterized HvMLO, OsMLO, ZmMLO1 and PpMLO12. In the present study, we found at least three clade V FveMLO and FaMLO genes, which are potential candidate genes involved in PM resistance. MLO-based resistance to the PM pathogen P. aphanis in a strawberry was successfully tested through RNAi-induced gene silencing of FaMLO genes using antisense MLO from peach (PpMLO1). In Arabidopsis, mutation of AtMLO2 showed only partial resistance while complete resistance was obtained after knocking-out both AtMLO6 and AtMLO12. Redundancy of gene function among homologs could arise from gene duplication for adaptation to varying selection pressures and changing environments. High gene copy-number is commonly observed in polyploid crop species due to the presence of homoeologous genes, posing a considerable challenge for determining the biological contribution of specific genes. The genes FaMLO17-2 and FaMLO17-3 showed the
highest sequence identity with known Arabidopsis MLO genes, suggesting that they might contribute to strawberry MLO susceptibility. Overall, we identified a total of 10 FaMLO genes with high homology to functional disease-susceptible MLO, representing candidate genes for breeding new cultivars with improved PM resistance.

Despite considerable research into MLO as a susceptibility gene, the endogenous function of the MLO family remains largely unknown. It appears most likely that specific MLO genes have diverse and specialized functions. The diverse pattern of expression for FaMLO genes in different fruit developmental stages (Fig. 5B), and the presence of certain signal transduction domains, supports one possible role for MLO as a ripening regulator. The conserved CaMB domain in FaMLO gene family could be a binding site for CaM-dependent modulation during fruit ripening. Calmodulin (CaM) is a well-characterized protein known as Ca²⁺ sensor that triggers response to different developmental and biotic stimuli. A previously-studied CaMB domain-containing gene family in tomato showed fruit-ripening regulation activity, via developmental network interaction with Ca²⁺ and calmodulin. Furthermore, generated ripening mutant altered expression of those genes indicating its important role in tomato fruit development. It is possible that the conserved CaMB domain in strawberry MLO gene family, together with CaM and other unknown regulators, could play a similar role in the fruit-ripening process. Findings from this study presented the functional diversity of MLO gene family, although further studies are needed to validate the integral role of strawberry MLO genes in response to biotic and developmental stimuli.
Conclusions

Here, we identified a total of 20 MLO homologues in F. vesca and 68 in F. ×ananassa. Three FveMLO genes and ten FaMLO genes were clustered with previously characterized MLO genes known to be in PM resistance/susceptibility in other plant species. The deduced amino acid sequences of putative strawberry MLO genes showed conserved protein characteristics, including transmembrane and calmodulin-binding domains that have been previously described. The considerable amino acid-level variation between MLO homoeologous copies was observed, suggesting possible non-redundant functions of MLOs in different subgenomes. FaMLO17-2 and FaMLO17-3 are the most identical to functionally characterized MLO genes associated with PM susceptibility in other plants. These genes could be functionally characterized via CRISPR gene editing in future studies. eQTL analysis also identified MLO genes whose differential transcription is governed by genetic segregation, which could be an indication of functional diversity. These findings support and expand upon the potential roles for MLO-regulated fruit development. Taken together, these data are a critical first step in understanding the allele function of strawberry MLO gene family, and should be useful for future functional studies to better understand their role on powdery mildew resistance in strawberry.

Materials and Methods

Identification of the strawberry MLO genes in diploid and octoploid strawberry

To identify MLO gene orthologs in diploid strawberry, F. vesca, Arabidopsis MLO genes were searched to the latest F. vesca genome (v4.0.a1)\textsuperscript{24}. Consequently, each FveMLO gene identified was used to search for predicted MLO genes in octoploid strawberry using the
octoploid strawberry reference genome (*F. ×ananassa* v1.0.a1). The deduced diploid and octoploid strawberry protein sequences were validated by reciprocal BLAST searches obtained from NCBI data sets of Arabidopsis reference genome.

**Gene structure and synteny analysis of strawberry MLO genes**

The chromosomal localization of each predicted MLO genes in *F. vesca* and *F. ×ananassa* was identified using available information in GDR database and visualized using MapChart 2.3 software. Gene structure featuring introns, exons and UTR of predicted MLO genes were constructed using Gene Structure Display Server 2.0 (GSDS) (http://gsds.cbi.pku.edu.cn/). Pairwise comparisons of coding DNA sequence (CDS) between predicted *FveMLO* and *FaMLO* genes were obtained using ClustalW2 multiple sequence alignment via Geneious software followed by heat map visualization to determine closely related MLO genes using R-package “Lattice”. Synteny analysis of MLO genes between *F. vesca* and *F. ×ananassa* were summarized using R-package “Circlize”.

**Phylogenetic analysis of strawberry and other plant MLO genes**

The protein sequences of MLO genes from *F. vesca* and *F. ×ananassa* were aligned to available sequences and phylogenetic relationship was constructed using FastTree consensus tree protein alignment via Geneious Tree Builder software. Phylogenetic tree was constructed by adding 15 MLO genes from Arabidopsis, six MLO from other Rosaceous crops, *Malus domesticus* (MdMLOs) and *Prunus persica* (PpMLOs), barley (HvMLO), corn (ZmMLO1), rice (*OsMLO1*), tomato (SIMLO1) and pepper (CaMLO2).
Protein characterization and domain prediction

The deduced amino acid sequences of putative *FveMLO* and *FaMLO* genes were analyzed by different prediction software to identify functional domains and determine protein topologies and sub-cellular localizations. Functional MLO domain of protein sequences was predicted using CDD: NCBI's conserved domain database (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Structure/cdd). Protein topology and number of transmembrane domains were predicted using online software CCTOP Prediction Server while protein sub-cellular localization was analyzed using WoLF PSORT program. Default setting was used to run for all prediction software. Visualization of proteins domains were constructed using IBS 1.0.3 (Illustrator for Biological Sequences) program. To analyze conserved amino acids of *MLO* genes associated with PM resistance, protein sequences of *FveMLO10*, *FveMLO17* and *FveMLO20* from *F. vesca* and *FaMLO10*, *FaMLO17* and *FaMLO20* from *F. ×ananassa* were aligned against functionally characterized *AtMLO2*, *AtMLO6* and *AtMLO12* from Arabidopsis using MultAlin software (http://multalin.toulouse.inra.fr/multalin/).

Expression profile of putative strawberry *MLO* genes

To examine transcript accumulation patterns of putative strawberry *MLO* genes, we performed RNA-seq analysis in selected strawberry cultivars including ‘Florida Elyana’, ‘Mara de Bois’, ‘Florida Radiance’, ‘Strawberry Festival’ and ‘Winter Dawn’. Also, RNA-seq libraries from various ‘Camarosa’ tissues with the study reference PRJEB12420 were downloaded from the European Nucleotide Archive (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena). The complete 54 libraries RNA-seq experiment consisted of six independent green receptacle libraries, six white receptacle
libraries, six turning receptacle libraries, six red receptacle libraries, three root libraries, three leaf libraries, and six achene libraries each for all corresponding fruit stages. For both libraries, raw RNA-seq reads were assembled to the ‘Camarosa’ reference genome using CLC Genomic Workbench 11 (mismatch cost of 2, insertion cost of 3, deletion cost of 3, length fraction of 0.8, similarity fraction of 0.8, 1 maximum hit per read). Reads that mapped equally well to more than one locus were discarded from the analysis. RNA-seq counts were quantified in Transcripts Per Million (TPM).

Plant materials for eQTL analysis

Three pedigree-connected and segregating strawberry populations were created from crosses ‘Florida Elyana’ × ‘Mara de Bois’, ‘Florida Radiance’ × ‘Mara des Bois’, and ‘Strawberry Festival’ × ‘Winter Dawn’ (Figure S7). These cultivars and 54 progenies were selected for RNA-seq and SNP genotyping analysis and were used to identify eQTL.

Fruit transcriptomes analysis of strawberry MLO genes for eQTL analysis

Sixty-one fruit transcriptomes were sequenced via Illumina paired-end RNA-seq (Avg. 65 million reads, 2x100bp), and consisted of parents and progeny from crosses of ‘Florida Elyana’ × ‘Mara de Bois’, ‘Florida Radiance’ × ‘Mara des Bois’, and ‘Strawberry Festival’ × ‘Winter Dawn’. Reads were trimmed and mapped to the F. ×ananassa octoploid ‘Camarosa’ annotated genome using CLC Genomic Workbench 11 (mismatch cost of 2, insertion cost of 3, deletion cost of 3, length fraction of 0.8, similarity fraction of 0.8, 1 maximum hit per read). Reads that mapped equally well to more than one locus were discarded from the analysis. RNA-
seq counts were calculated in Transcripts Per Million (TPM). Three-dimensional principle component analysis (PCA) was performed on all RNA-seq assemblies, including two replicates of ‘Mara des Bois’ fruit harvested three years apart and sequenced independently (Figure S3).

Transcript abundances were normalized via the Box-Cox transformation algorithm performed in R\textsuperscript{49} prior to eQTL analysis. The BLAST2GO pipeline was used to annotate the full ‘Camarosa’ predicted gene complement.

**Genome-wide association study (GWAS) of strawberry MLO gene expression in fruit**

The Affymetrix IStraw35 Axiom® SNP array\textsuperscript{50} was used to genotype 60 individuals, including six parental lines from three independent biparental RNAseq populations. Sequence variants belonging to the Poly High Resolution (PHR) and No Minor Homozygote (NMH) marker classes were included for association mapping. Mono High Resolution (MHR), Off-Target Variant (OTV), Call Rate Below Threshold (CRBT), and Other marker quality classes, were discarded and not used for mapping. Individual marker calls inconsistent with Mendelian inheritance from parental lines were removed. The *F. vesca* physical map was used to orient marker positions as current octoploid maps do not include a majority of the available IStraw35 markers. A genome-wide analysis study (GWAS) was performed using GAPIT v2\textsuperscript{51} performed in R\textsuperscript{49}. *MLO* eQTL were evaluated for significance based on the presence of multiple co-locating markers of p-value < 0.05 after false discovery rate correction for multiple comparisons. *MLO* genes demonstrating evidence of an eQTL were then associated using the ‘Holiday’ × ‘Korona’ and family ‘14.95’ octoploid genetic maps to evaluate subgenomic location. Linkage Group in the family ‘14.95’ map was corresponded to the ‘Camarosa’ genome physical chromosomes (Michael Hardigan, UCD, personal communication). Cis vs trans eQTL determinations were
made by corroborating known ‘Camarosa’ physical gene position with marker positions in the ‘14.95’ map, and by BLAST of eQTL markers to the ‘Camarosa’ genome.
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Figure Legends

Figure 1. Chromosomal localization and distribution of FveMLO (A) and FaMLO (B) genes in F. vesca and F. ×ananassa genomes, respectively. The seven chromosomes of F. vesca (yellow) were named as Fvb1 to Fvb7 while F. ×ananassa (blue) were named as Fvb1-1 to Fvb1-7, Fvb2-1 to Fvb2-7, Fvb3-1 to Fvb3-7 and Fvb4-1 to Fvb4-7, respectively to indicate four subgenomes within each chromosome. Putative strawberry MLO genes
chromosome locations were visualized using MapChart 2.3 software\textsuperscript{41}. Relative chromosome size was indicated by unit, Mbp.

**Figure 2.** Synteny analysis of \textit{MLO} genes between \textit{F. vesca} and \textit{F. ×ananassa}. Syntenic regions present in each chromosome of \textit{F. vesca} were filled with red, light blue, green, dark blue, yellow and pink sequentially. A total of 68 connecting lines between two genomes denote syntenic chromosomal regions. The \textit{F. vesca} and \textit{F. ×ananassa} chromosomes are highlighted in orange and light blue. Chromosomes Fvb4 from \textit{F. vesca}, and Fvb4-1 and Fvb4-3 from \textit{F. ×ananassa} were not included since no putative \textit{MLO} genes was identified in those regions. Relative chromosome size was indicated by unit, Mbp.

Circular visualization of syntenic regions between \textit{F. vesca} and \textit{F. ×ananassa} were constructed using an R-package “Circlize”.

**Figure 3.** Domain organization of deduced \textit{MLO} protein sequences of \textit{F. vesca} and \textit{F. ×ananassa}. Visualization of protein domains was constructed using IBS 1.0.3 (Illustrator for Biological Sequences) program\textsuperscript{47}. The positions of transmembrane (blue) and \textit{MLO} (yellow) domains were predicted using online CCTOP prediction server (http://cctop.enzim.ttk.mta.hu/) and CDD: NCBI’s conserved domain database (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Structure/cdd).

**Figure 4.** Phylogenetic tree of \textit{MLO} protein sequences of strawberry, \textit{F. vesca} and \textit{F. ×ananassa}, and other plant species such as Arabidopsis, tomato, pepper, rice, barley, maize, apple and peach. Strawberry \textit{MLO} genes together with other \textit{MLOs} were grouped into eight different clades. Unrooted phylogenetic tree of 15 \textit{AtMLOs}, 20 \textit{FveMLOs}, 59 \textit{FaMLOs}, five \textit{PpMLOs}, six \textit{MdMLOs}, \textit{CaMLO2}, \textit{SIMLO1}, \textit{HvMLO}, \textit{OsMLO1} and \textit{ZnMLO1} was constructed by using FastTree via Geneious software.
Figure 5. Transcript and GWAS analysis of FaMLO genes. A) Expression profile of putative strawberry MLO genes in mature fruit of selected strawberry varieties, ‘Mara de Bois’, ‘Elyana’, ‘Winter Dawn’, ‘Radiance’ and ‘Festival’. B) Expression profile in different plant tissues e.g., leaf, roots, green (GR), turning (TR), white (WR) and red (RR) receptacles, and green (GA), turning (TA), white (WA) and red (RA) achenes extracted from RNA-seq data published by Sánchez-Sevilla, et al (2017). The mean gene expression level was normalized using Transcripts Per Million (TPM). Gene expression profile was visualized with heatmap using R-package “ggplot2”. C) Manhattan plots of GWAS showing significant SNPs associated with FaMLO transcript in fruits. X-axis corresponds to the distribution of SNPs across seven chromosomes of F. vesca while y-axis shows FDR-adjusted probability values.

Table Legends

Table 1. Summary genome-wide association analysis of loci significantly associated with MLO transcript in strawberry fruit. The most significant IStraw35 SNP marker name and position for each MLO gene is provided with the eQTL phase, minor allele frequency, p-value (FDR-adjusted), and heritability estimates.